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Wiz Chess: Chess game for Wiz v1.2.0

Hi All,

Wiz Chess uses the GNU Chess version 5.07 for the Artificial Intelligence. 

What's new in this version ?

- Touch screen support !
- Add skin selector feature (see README)
- Add chess piece skins from NinJato
- Bug fix (memory corruption)

How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.

Sources are included, and this package is under the GNU public license,
read COPYING.txt file for more information about it.

Here is a full working binary version :
wizchess-v1.2.0-bin.zip

Here is the source code :
wizchess-v1.2.0-src.zip

** UPDATE ** Here is a skin for two players game designed by NinJato

Enjoy,

            Zx

If you want to discuss on this homebrew, you can do it here :
My forum on dcemu network or http://www.gp32x.com/.

 Posted by zx-81 in Chess Game at 22:16
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Monday, August 24. 2009

Wiz Chess: Chess game for Wiz v1.1.0

Hi All,

GNU Chess is command line Chess program running on many differents systems such as UNIX, windows or MacOS. It
was started in 1986 by Stuart Cracraft, who is continuing to develop it with other coders such as Chua Kong Sian, Lukas
Geyer, Simon Waters and David A. Wheeler.

Wiz Chess uses the GNU Chess version 5.07 for the Artificial Intelligence. Wiz Chess is a port to Wiz of the GP2X-F100
version. 

It's a first port version and i've not already added touch screen support ...

I would like to thanks Dave and Exophase for their advices and their help.

How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.

Sources are included, and this package is under the GNU public license,
read COPYING.txt file for more information about it.

Here is a full working binary version :
wizchess-v1.1.0-bin.zip

Here is the source code :
wizchess-v1.1.0-src.zip

You may find another skin designed by Exclamation :
skin-wizchess.rar

Enjoy,

            Zx

If you want to discuss on this homebrew, you can do it here :
My forum on dcemu network or http://www.gp32x.com/.

 Posted by zx-81 in Chess Game at 21:35
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